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About This Game

READY FOR CRAFTING VIRTUAL WORLDS ON YOUR PC?
The acclaimed world-building game featuring a unique mission-based approach is coming onto PC via Steam Early Access.

ONLY ON PC: Make 4X BIGGER worlds - You have 4x times more space to craft whatever you like in the CREATE mode!
Plus all elements are immediately accessible, there are no limitations to your imagination!

With over 16 million players on mobile & tablets versions and 1,500,000 pixel blocks creations shared in the Online
Gallery to date, this PC version is taking world crafting simulation to the next level!

CRAFT, PLAY AND SHARE!

The Sandbox is a unique world building & crafting game featuring over 200+ physics elements presented in 2D pixel blocks that
can interact with each others. Players can craft amazing worlds, create pixel art, chain reactions, chiptune music, advanced

contraptions, electric circuits or just play with physics.

Play with basic elements ranging from simple water, stone, sand, wood, glass, lava, fire, to more complex: electricity, metal,
virus, antivirus,heater, cooler, lasers, pipes, gems, sensors, leds TNT, C4, crosswire, conveyor belt, music instruments etc.

That's not all, The Sandbox features also a wide range of casual elements, just for fun! Fish, bees, lion, flamingo, humans,
zombies, robots, aliens, dinosaurs, monuments, tanks, cars, trucks!

Steam Exclusive Features
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The Steam PC version of The Sandbox is a Premium adaptation of Pixowl’s famous HIT! No microtransactions, All
Elements are unlocked and immediately accessible, as well as 15 original campaigns to explore: Initial Story, Dinosaurs, Pixel
Art, Music, User-Created 1 & 2, Lasers and pipes, Contraptions, Humans, Zombies, Robots, Alien Invasion, Retro Gaming,

Ninja and last but not least, the Ecology / Natural Disasters!

A few thrilling features, exclusively on the PC version:

Make 4X BIGGER worlds - You have 4x times more space to craft whatever you like in the CREATE mode!

All elements are immediately accessible, there are no limitations to your imagination!

Ultra-precise controls with mouse, trackpad or touch support (for touch-screen only)

Several keyboard shortcuts to create worlds faster!

Windowed display or fullscreen mode

Cloud saving of your progression online and syncing across multiple PCs via with Steam Cloud

Cross-platform compatibility of your worlds: create on PC, view on Mobile or vice-versa

Game Features

Over 200 elements you can combine for different physical effects

A classic/retro 8-bit interface

Easy to understand tutorials get you started building worlds

15 Individual Campaigns: Initial Story, Dinosaurs, Pixel Art, Music, User-Created 1 & 2, Lasers and pipes,
Contraptions, Humans, Zombies, Robots, Alien Invasion, Retro Gaming, Ninja and last but not least, the Ecology /
Natural Disasters!

250 puzzle Levels in total -- dozens of hours of mind challenging content for your brain!

Compose your own chiptune melodies you can play in-game. You may choose the following instruments: Note, Guitar,
Bass, Trumpet and Drums

Add advanced elements to your worlds:

Vehicles -- Cars, tanks and trucks are all available for your use within your world!

Contraptions -- LEDs, conveyor belts, lasers, pipes and multiple sensors are all available to bring your world into
the age of technology!

Bring life to your worlds: Add humans and use Magic Job Powders to turn them into miners, builders, hunters,
woodcutters or… ZOMBIES!

Zombies -- Turn your mild-mannered human into a brain eating beast that wreaks havoc on your world!

Robots -- Have robots taken over your world? You better obey your metal masters, puny human animals!

Ninja & Avatar -- Play with the controllable elements: Ninja, Avatar, Snake… and create your video game
levels!
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Add dinosaurs and protect them from extinction (or, recreate the BIG BANG and wipe them from the face of
the Earth - the choice is yours!)

Add animals, fish and fireflies to your worlds and watch as their behavior creates “natural drama” that rivals any
reality TV show!

Use our decorations and add awesome real-life wonders to your landscapes: The Eiffel Tower, a crashed UFO,
the pyramids, futuristic buildings and a giant robot are all available at your fingertips!

Use TNT or C4 to wreak havoc with powerful explosions or light up your sky with meteors and fireworks

[/list]

Share your creations with the world

Share your favorite universe in The Sandbox’s Online Gallery (http://www.thesandboxgame.com/worlds)
Search the gallery to see the creations of other players (1,000,000 worlds and climbing!)
Rate other players’ worlds and add in your own elements to give them a surprise effect
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Title: The Sandbox
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
PIXOWL INC.
Publisher:
PIXOWL INC.
Release Date: 29 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 1.5 must be supported by your video card

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French,German,Portuguese
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Patrician III is a very well balanced trading game, I followed it from the beginning when it was still Patrizier II in German, with
an add-on later. The forum was overwhelming and explained the game in the smallest details. Everything works together, you
just can't build workshops for instance without having the materials but also because you do not have enough workers, because
they do not have a home. so I play this game for over 20 years now and when I stop, after a few years I restart it for the x-th
time. Ten out of ten!. They sold their soul to Epic Games Store and are removing the game from Steam... The steam customers
are the reason how they got to so much success and now they are betraying them. It's a good game but this is just sad and a bad
decision on their side. I can't support this greed. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Epic Games Store.
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What you do in this game is you toss a ball at a spinning stick. Hoping to get it to the other color (or colour). And that's what you
do for the whole game. Oh and you get three lives. But, if you really into puzzle games and wanting something cheap... Here's
your game. If IIf I saved my money, I could've spent $5 at KFC, to buy chicken!
. Should've add more things. POSITIVE :

What can I say ?

Quality. Aesthetics. Minimalism. Speed. Challenge. Skill.

I finally (I didn't want to since I didn't achieve Super Hexagon yet) bought it this morning, as well as David, Goscurry, Lovely
Planet and Fotonica.

And wow. I thought it was fast. It's faster than fast, and really fun to play. If you have to go right but flip the screen before, you
have to remember that you'll have to go left. It screw your sense of direction and gravity all the time, it's really, really fun.
Really painful too.

In Super Hexagon, you have 3 levels of difficulty at first, and you can work on each individually. In Velocibox, you have 9
levels. Beware : IT DOESN'T INCREASE NICELY. This game isn't gentle. If you want all the achievements, you'll suffer.
You'll have to finish each level 10 times. 1 is easy, it rarely beats me. 2 is not. 3 is hell. (I think in a few hours I'll say 3 is easy,
like in every skill-based games)
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If you like hardcore and fast-paced die-and-retry games, it'll fit.

NEGATIVE :

It's another of these no-depth games. It's clean, yes. But it's too much, I think. I play and I don't feel any universe, I don't feel
anything that make this a unique game. It is well-made, yes. It is difficult, yes. But... I don't know, I find it lacks charisma.

I wanted to play it very badly and I din't want to wait a Steam sale, and I knew it could lack charisma and depth. So I don't
complain, it's my choice, but I feel it's a 5-bucks game, not 8. Or a early-access game. The "Velocibox" voice is generic, the
textures are not engaging, the cube you control is a generic cube, the music is not really original, and it gets really annoying long
before you play level 1 for the 3400509034th time.

So. I was more or less aware of it before buying, but I'd advice that you wait it's on sale, and while you're waiting, you could
take F-Zero GX outside his box, and plug again your old Gamecube.

But if you don't want to wait, don't wait, and you'll still enjoy one of the best arcade challenges of 2014. Gosh, for 2015 or
2016, I would really like a skill-based game with both the mind-r*ping style of Super Hexagon, the subjective view, some
stupidness in it and an agony-style difficulty.. Coolio! Best Tennis game.. It never saves my game.... I've really enjoyed my first
hour playing this. Would definitely reccomend it to anyone who likes Tell Tale's game or just zombies in general. The romance
angle is something I've never seen before in a zombie survival game, very refreshing :). probably the best jrpg ive played. this
guys video of Mind Unleashed is nearly as good as the game itself....
Howdy Doody,,,,,every Booty (wtf)
My name is Kev Guuey (overbite kid)
LMAO
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=jIBj9ApnZX0
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I found this game delightful and was thoroughly enjoying it. However, I've not been able to complete it. It seems to have said
that it was updating and is now in a permant state of "Running" and will not let me close it or play it.. i spend only 9,9euros
(from shop) for this♥♥♥♥♥♥!. I got the game last week, and beat it last night. Not going to discuss how long it took, because I
don't believe games should be rated on the amount of time it took. Not to mention, times vary depending on if you want to
100% it, get all achievements, or create and play through community levels.
I really enjoyed this game, and anyone who enjoys semi-casual puzzle platformers will like it a lot, as well. The main puzzles for
completing the game to a bare-bones ending are not bash-your-head-against-a-wall difficult, while still maintaining a good level
of both creative thinking, platforming, and satisfaction for solving. The music is stellar, the art is gorgeous, and the "story" is
sparse.
Some minor issues: the controls feel a tad too floaty, hit-boxes are a bit too broad, and it took me over half an hour of avoiding
any contact with Toragos before realizing that you can touch (ride) him without taking damage if you avoid the head. That last
part could have been better demonstrated, because a gamer's instinct in a game like this is to not touch any part of the enemy,
lest they perish.

I, for one, will not be 100%ing this game because it would take me WAY too long to find all the invisible keys, and that's not as
fun as solving puzzles I can actually see. But for what it was, I really enjoyed it, and I might even play around with the level
creator, and/or speed-running.

I recommend this very much, and look forward to future titles from MagicalTimeBean.. very good wallpapers and mods to do it
youre self 5/5 and low price :))). Heaps of fun, difficulty level is good, not too hard, but hard enough that it makes you be
strategic with your tower placements. Well worth the money, kind of sad it's finished :( More levels needed? :P. haha, I have no
clue as to what I am doing, or suppose to do only item i found did anything was the flashlight. Some how I managed to make it
outside only to drift off in space to my bitter death. Its a maze! If you like stranded deep , you will like this. So the game is fun a
bit hard but not that you would rage just know how to control the downside for me is that i use an xbox 360 controller it works
with controls but the menu doesn't
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